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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Saffguard : PP corrugated sheet is a hollow plastic sheet consisting of two parallel plates connected by
vertical ribs. PP corrugated sheet is made of polypropylene - copolymer which meets environmental
protection requirements. shish PP coorugated sheets is environment friendly and can be recycled.  Shish
Industries created Saffguard, an advanced PP corrugated sheet, specifically for the protective packaging.

Stagguard : PP corrugated 5Ply sheet is desined to cater to heavy-duty applications. Stagguard is a patented
product with double flute giving additional strength. It was designed to meet the rising demand for packaging
materials with greater strength. Stagguard sheets, which have a variety of extraordinary qualities, can be
easily transformed into boxes, cases, and returnable shipping containers.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Extremely light and
long-lasting

Highly resistant to
weather, oil, and
chemicals

Impact and scratch
resistance

Ecofriendly and 100%
recyclable

Simple to use and
convert

Excellent for graphics
and printing jobs

https://www.lawinsider.com/dictionary/customized-product#:~:text=Customized%20Product%20means%20SELLER%20Product,accordance%20with%20SONIM%2Dprovided%20Specifications.&text=Customized%20Product%20means%20any%20application,accordance%20with%20the%20Product%20Specifications.
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These are normal settings and are not intended to be restrictive specifications.

While we consider them to be accurate, the statements and information contained herein are only intended to provide general guidance
and do not constitute warranties or assurances of accuracy or completeness. The user must determine fitness for this purpose, either by
testing or otherwise. There is no guarantee of appropriateness for a particular purpose. Our regular terms and conditions of sale apply to
all orders, and we exclude all liability for losses of any kind, including consequential damages. Excessive buying price is not permitted. We
have not allowed anyone to issue oral warranties. We reserve the right to make modifications without prior notice or liability responsibility
in our products and publications
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*We can customize the size and GSM to your specifications.

Color

Product Name

GSM

Multiple

5mm-12mm

Up to 1400mm

Polypropylene

Specifications

Saffguard

250-2200 GSM

Polypropylene

2mm - 10mm

Material

Thickness

Width

750mm-4500mm

Up to 1600mm

Multiple

Product Name

Color

GSM

Material

Thickness

Width

Stagguard

Electrostatic
Discharge

Recycle

Anti-static

UV resistance customisation
available

Non-reactive to majority of
chemicals

Fire-retardant customisation
available

100% recyclable

Fire-retardant customisation
available

UV resistance customisation
available

Fire

UV

Chemical

100% recyclable

Non-reactive to majority of
chemicals

Anti-static
Electrostatic
Discharge

Recycle

Fire

UV

Chemical

Sterilization : PP sheets are also used in archival, pharmaceutical and hospitals. It is used for sterilization also.

Polypropylene sheet may be wiped down using alcohol with no effect on the material.

Ethylene oxide gas sterilization has no effect on Polypropylene sheet and therefore can be used multiple
times.
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FIBC/CONSTRUCTION
BAG
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A flexible intermediate bulk container (FIBC), jumbo bag, bulk bag, or tonne bag is an industrial container
made of flexible fabric that is designed for storing and transporting dry flowable products. Shish is one of the
leading manufacturers and suppliers of a range of PP and FIBC bags, including standard FIBC bags, 4 Panel
bags, U Panel bags, baffle bags, ventilated bags, one-two loop bags, FIBC bags for food and pharmaceuticals,
PP woven sacks, laminated-unlaminated woven bags.
The polypropylene film layer that is laminated onto coated FIBCs serves as a moisture barrier, a dust barrier,
and a weave stabiliser.
Uncoated FIBCs are produced without a layer of lamination, in contrast to coated bags, which normally have
one. Their weaving pattern allows air to travel through. 
We offer high-quality FIBC bags that can be customised to meet your needs.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

STANDARD
TYPES :

Standard
Bag

Circular
Bag

Tunnel Lift
Bag

Baffle
Bag

U Panel
Bag

Full Loop
Bag

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Light weight and easy
to transport

heat and chemical
resistance Highly economical

High Tensile strength
and durability Multi-Color Safeguard the

products very well

Conductive
Bag

Dissippative
Bag
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We have latest equipment of Tensile Testing, Elongation Testing, UV Testing, Load Test, Dart
Impact Test, COF Testing & RIG Test to ensure Tape, Belt, Fabrics and bag quality. 

Discharge Option

Property

Filling Option

Discharge spout, Skirt (duffle), Flap, Iris (Pyjama/Bonout), Star closer (Pattle closer) &
Conical

One loop, Two loop, Four loop, Tunnel loop. Loops made from PP loop (standard loops), PP
Multifilament loops (for soft loops) PP fibrillated loops (for semi soft loops) available in
various designs & colours.

 500 kg to 2000 kg. 

Specifications

Description

Filling spout, Skirt (duffle top), Flap, Iris (Pyjama/Bonout), Star closer (Pattle closer).

5:1 / 6:1 / 7:1

SWL Range

SF Option

Lifting Option

Sewing
Thread/Webbing

With or without liner. Liner comes in Loose, Glued, Tabbed, Stitched Liners, Suspended liners
and form fit/ shape liners.

In various colours including blue, black, green and red. All Colours defined by Pantone
system 

Printed (up to 4 colour) and unprinted.

Liner

Printing Options

Hiracle & safety, double chain with or without dustproofSewing Options

Document
Pockets

Ziplock - In various sizes and materials including transparent PE and transparent PP. Also
available in self closing type.

Fabric Flat woven or tubular woven fabric with Coated or uncoated. 

Extrusion We produce 600 kgs per hour of PP tapes of various GSM and Strengths. We have the Beta
gauge machines which continuously checks the size and the denier of the tape.

Looms High speed circular looms to produce quality fabric of any width and GSM.

Belt Weaving Needle loom Machine for Loop and Dust proof making.

Lamination Extrusion Coating Plant for fabrics lamination (width 2.2 meters).

Testing Lab

These are normal settings and are not intended to be restrictive specifications.

While we consider them to be accurate, the statements and information contained herein are only intended to provide general guidance
and do not constitute warranties or assurances of accuracy or completeness. The user must determine fitness for this purpose, either by
testing or otherwise. There is no guarantee of appropriateness for a particular purpose. Our regular terms and conditions of sale apply to
all orders, and we exclude all liability for losses of any kind, including consequential damages. Excessive buying price is not permitted. We
have not allowed anyone to issue oral warranties. We reserve the right to make modifications without prior notice or liability responsibility
in our products and publications

*We can customize the size and GSM to your specifications.
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Composite Strap
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Composite straps is made up of strands of polyester fibres, all travelling vertically and coated togather by
clear polypropylene . The Polypropylene coating increases its resistance to abrasion, yet still allows for slight
elongation during transit. Composite straps are the perfect combination of strength and elasticity for securing
heavy items to containers and other types of transportation. Composite straps come in a variety of widths
and tensile strengths.

Flexible composite strapping can be utilised for a variety of packing purposes. They have an impact resistance
that is seven times higher than steel strapping, making them extremely resistant to extreme weather.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Self-locking Totally
shock resistant

Heat resistance up to
90°C to safeguard
goods from changes
in temperature

Eco-friendly and easy
to dispose owing to
low ash release
(<0.03%) even on
burning

Light-weight Available in different
sizes and strengths

32 MM

19 MM
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These are normal settings and are not intended to be restrictive specifications.

While we consider them to be accurate, the statements and information contained herein are only intended to provide general guidance
and do not constitute warranties or assurances of accuracy or completeness. The user must determine fitness for this purpose, either by
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all orders, and we exclude all liability for losses of any kind, including consequential damages. Excessive buying price is not permitted. We
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The specification define may vary +- 8 ~ 10%
 

Specifications

Width (mm)

300

Break Load (kg) System Strength
(kg) Meter per Coil

13

16

19

19 Twisted

25

215

360

385

730

490

360

520

680

1280

850

1100

650

650

450

83025 Twisted

32

32 Twisted

1000

1420

1495

1750

2350

450

300

300

COMPOSITE STRAP WIRE BUCKLE:
Up to 90% joint efficiency

Automatic locking

The industry's most consistent closures method

Made from high-quality steel wire

Available in a variety of sizes and strengths

Size 13 16 19 25 32

Available in varied

Thickness (mm)
 

3.20 3.50 3.95 4.95 6.95
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AIR DUNNAGE BAG 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Air Dunnage Bags are a protective packaging solution designed to keep your cargo safe & secure during the
transit. It provides load stability and support. Air Dunnage Bags are inflated with compressed air to serve as
padding and placed in the spaces between the cargo and the empty spaces.

Dunnage Airbags ensures that your products will reach its destination safely. It is the most efficient and
trustworthy technique for securing your cargo in a truck, trailer, or sea container. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Comprehensive range of accessories to
guarantee the best solution for every application Ease of inflation due to edge valve

Unique lamination for superior performance in
durability, moisture and puncture resistance Made from 100% recyclable materials

mailto:info@shishindustries.com
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We recommend that the Standard Inflator is used
to inflate the airbags. The airbag must not come in
contact with sharp or pointed objects and should
be kept min. 5 cm clear of the floor to avoid
contact with water or other liquids.

The airbag is deflated by pushing down the
pushbutton, which opens the valve, allowing the
airbag to be pulled out and rolled up (this is
included in the indicated deflation times). When
reusing the airbags it is very important to close the
valve after deflating, so the valve is protected
against damages and dirt.

*We can customize the size and GSM to your specifications.

INFLATION
DUNNAGE BAGS

DEFLATION
DUNNAGE BAGS

Inner Layer

Vide Gap Filling

Burst Pressure

Outer Layer

Valve

Maximum Filling Pressure

S1

200 MM Maximum vide.

- 5 to 7 PSA

Inner Layer 80 Micron 5 layer LDPE Nylon Film

100 Micron 5 layer LDPE Nylon Film

Specifications

100 GSM non extensible  Woven Fabric

30 MM inner dimension nozzle. Free flow.

0.20 Bar

Outer Layer 80 GSM non extensible Woven Fabric
S2

90 X 120 CM

Available Sizes

90 X 150 CM

90 X 180 CM

90 X 210 CM

120 X 120 CM

120 X 180 CM

120 X 210 CM

120 X 270 CM

Working Pressure : A maximum of 0.2 bar (2-8 psi) working pressure is recommended for the Air Dunnage
Bags and is compared with the high bursting pressure that gives a security margin of 3-8 factor depending
on the gap we need to fill.

Strength : The maximum load depends on the size of the airbag and the gap between the cargos. For
example, if there is a gap of 40 cm and an airbag of the size 120x210 cm is used.

mailto:info@shishindustries.com
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CARMIKA
PALLET COVER
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Carmika pallet cover is designed by using premium plastic and aluminium foil. It is a robust,
effective, and affordable insulation solution for Pharmaceutical automobiles.
While Plastic air pockets act as a thermal barrier and keep the temperature in check and ensure
effective insulation, Aluminum foil serves as a powerful heat reflector. 
It ensures that the temperature outside will not affect the temperature of the product under the
pallet cover.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Durable, strong and
tear resistant

Heat, water, UV,
Moisture and mold
resistant

Easy-to-convert and
cut into required
shape or size

Can be installed with
minimum safety gear

Fire retardant and
rodent resistant

Made using
Nontoxic/non
carcinogenic
materials

Certificate Of
AEO - T2

Recognize by
Indian Customs

Organization

Thickness

R Value

Product Name

Thermal Conductivity

4mm

5.25(w/m2)

Specifications

Carmika

0.03858(w/mk)

Country of Origin Made in India
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CONTRACTOR BAG
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Shish contractor bags are Heavy Duty Extra Trash Bags, offers industrial-strength dependability and is capable
of holding heavy loads of sharp trash, books & construction debris. These huge garbage bags accomplish the
job without making a fuss or busting a seam, whether you're cleaning your house or managing commercial
waste on the construction site. 
These robust trash bags have a 3-mil thick plastic construction that provides reliable rip and puncture
resistance. These plastic trash bags won't split when filled with drywall, glass, wood splinters, or recently
trimmed tree limbs. The extra-long twist-tie closures make it simple to secure your heavy load when carrying
your plastic garbage bags to the curb or landfill. These 42 gallon garbage bags can carry a few 13 gallon bags
inside of them for convenient carrying, and the black colour covers unsightly trash. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Uncompromising tear
and puncture
resistance. 

Black bag conceals
waste inside. 

Available in 25 & 50
Count

3 Mil Thickness
provides strength and
durability.

42 Gal. capacity Recyclable
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*We can customize the size and GSM to your specifications.

Closure

Series Name

Construction/Household

LDPE (low density polyethylene)

Extra Large (32+ Gallons)

Specifications

Zip tie

Contractor Bags

42

7

Size

Thickness (Mils)

Material

Commercial/Residential

Scent free

Color/Finish Family

Commercial/
Residential

Capacity (Gallons)

Usage

Scent

Black

20Package Quantity OutdoorUse Location

Save the environment – Our bags are made from at least 90% percent recycled material. Feel good knowing
you are reducing landfill waste without sacrificing quality.

 Never waste a Bag – Bags are packed neatly and dispersed one at a time so no bag ever goes wasted.

Usage: 

Construction debris, demolitions
 Heavy-duty clean-ups
 Yard work

 Garage clean-up
 Workshop
 Heavy-duty Storage
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